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Abstract:  

AES Encryption algorithm, also known as the Rijndael algorithm, it is a symmetric block 

cipher algorithm. Here we implement AES Algorithm as a normal AES design and Masked 

AES design, in the normal AES design we perform the round operation and a pre-round 

computation process, in round operation we implement sub bytes, shift rows, mixed columns 

and key expansion process to arrive at the cipher text, and in the masked AES design we use a 

random mask generator to generate random mask data and xor the masked data with the plain 

text and it is given as the input to the AES core, here we use masking mainly for the security 

purpose, and we compare the Area, delay and power of both the normal AES design and 

masked AES design. Then using the masked design we make an encryption and decryption of 

the images. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cryptography is the use of a cryptosystem or 

cipher to prevent users other than the 

intended receiver from decrypting or 

utilising the encrypted material, sometimes 

known as encryption. A message can be 

encoded using a cryptosystem only when the 

correct algorithm and keys are used to 

decode the message the recipient can see the 

encrypted content. The main application of 

cryptography is the transmission of 

confidential information through computer 

networks. The AES encryption technique is a 

block cipher that    employs multiple rounds 

of encryption and an encryption key. The 

AES uses the secured double rate registers 

for improving the security of the data [5], 

along with the secret key. An encryption 

system known as a block cipher only 

encrypts one block of data at a time. The 

block in typical AES encryption has a length 

of 128 bits. The length of the key might 

range from 128 bits to 256 bits. The usage of 

a 128-bit encryption key is referred to as 

128-bit encryption. With AES, the same key 
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is used for both encryption and decryption, 

thus AES is a symmetric encryption 

algorithm.Asymmetric encryption algorithms 

are those that employ two distinct keys a 

public key and a private key in their 

operation.   

 

2 . EXISTING SYSTEM 

During the encryption process of AES 

Algorithm, random intermediate data is 

continuously added to the plaintexts to 

protect the side-channel leakage from 

replacement boxes that process the secret 

data. In this system we implement the 128 

bit AES Algorithm where the plain text is 

given as the input and after the round 

operation is completed we arrive at the final 

encrypted cipher text, here we use the 

secured double rate register (SDRR) for 

increasing the security of the algorithm. But 

this system has few drawbacks, A 

conventional AES engine requires a large 

lookup table, because of which the area has 

increased. The speed of the AES Algorithm is 

significantly reduced due to the large amount 

of random masking data values.To overcome 

this issue AES algorithm is implemented 

using masking technique.  

                     

3. AES Design 

For sensitive and intelligent infrastructures 

like the safe healthcare system, smart grid, 

fabric, and home, cryptographic designs 

offer protection. The fields of cryptology and  

cryptanalysis have a tight relationship with 

cryptography. There are several other 

algorithms for security which is known as 

DES, but AES is said to be faster because it 

can encrypt many files within a short period 

of time. Fig.1. shows the block diagram of 

the AES Algorithm, here the plain text (128 

bit) is given as the input and the plain text is 

processed in blocks, the block size is 128 

bits (4 words/16 bytes),we  use a key in each  

 
                    Fig 1. Block schematic of AES Algorithm 

 

and every round. In AES Algorithm the plain 

text is processed in 10 rounds to arrive at the 

cipher text. We use a separate sub key for 

each and every round, in each round we are 

going to use 4 sub key, initially we are going 

to perform a pre round computation, so 

totally we require 44 sub keys, the round 

function consists of four steps one is sub 

bytes, shift rows, mixed columns, & add 

round key these four steps are done for 10 

rounds, but in last round the mixed column 

operation will not be done, here the here the 

key is processed in terms of words, hence we 

are going to use words [W0 – W3] for first 

round and for last round [W40 – W43]. 

Hence finally after performing all these 

round functions we arrive at the cipher text 

which is also 128 bit. Similarly for the 

decryption process we do the reverse process 

which is also called reverse AES where we 

perform the inverse sub bytes, inverse shift 

rows, inverse mixed column, by giving the 

cipher text as the input and by using keys 

from words [W40 – W43] to [W0 –W3] 

and arrive at   the plain text. 



4. AES Masking 

 

 

 

         Fig 2. Block schematic of the proposed AES Masked Design 

 

Fig.2. shows the block diagram of the 

masked AES design, the block consists of 

random mask generator, which consists of 

LFSR block and the register block, the 

register block consists of D Flip flops each 

of single bit so there are 128 flip flops from 

the 128 bit data the values are taken 

randomly using LFSR and perform XOR 

operation and give as feedback to the input 

hence we get the random mask data. This 

masked data is then XORED with the input 

data i,e the plain text, so we will be getting 

the plain text as masked plain text, this data 

is given as input to the AES core where we 

first perform the encryption using a key to 

arrive at the cipher text, this data is then 

given through the other AES core to perform 

the inverse AES which uses another key to 

arrive at the decrypted output. Here we are 

using two keys one is the transmitter key and 

other is the receiver key when both the 

transmitter key and receiver key are same 

then both the encryption and decryption will 

be done, if the key is different then only 

encryption will be done but decryption will 

not be done. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5.  Image encryption and decryption of masked AES design 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3. Image encryption and decryption using Matlab & VLSI 

 

 

As shown in fig 3, we are going to make 

encryption & decryption based on images. 

We are going to merge the matlab & vlsi for 

this Process. Initially we give the plain text 

as the input, the plain text can be anything 

image, text. But in our case we give as an 

image. We take an image and convert it into 

pixels through matlab, pixels here are 0’s 

and 1’s. Here the pixels will be stored in the 

notepad in txt file. This txt file will then be 

read in verilog and then the encryption and 

decryption will be performed and the output 

will be converted to text file (pixels) and 

after this we will get the image through 

matlab. Here we will first read the image, 

then the read image is checked if it is colour 

image or gray image, if its gray image then 

it is said as the input image, if it is colour 

image it then converts it to gray image, then 

will display the image, then the we will 

resize the image and load the image files and 

convert it as text files then the converted text 

file is fed into the other part where we use 

the modelsim process here we use a key, the 

key can be given any name here 1 character 

is 8 bit so totally 128 bit, hence we can give 

16 characters, then the encrypted and 

decrypted text file will be read and the image 

will be displayed. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6.  Results and Simulation 

 

         Fig 4. Simulation of AES algorithm 

 

Fig.4 shows the simulation of AES 

algorithm, the transmitter key and receiver 

key is same, both encryption and decryption 

is done, when the key is not matching 

decryption will not be done, but encryption 

will be done. 

 

Fig 5. Simulation of AES algorithm with masking 

Fig 5 shows the simulation of AES 

algorithm with masking, the transmitter key 

and receiver key is same, both encryption 

and decryption is done, here masking is used 

to increase the internal security of the data.  

I.  Area and Delay Comparision of normal  

AES and  Masked AES 

 

             Table 1 Area and Delay Comparision                          

 

Table 1 shows the comparision of the area and delay 

parameters of the normal AES Algorithm  and the 

masked AES Algorithm here the area is expressed in 

terms of LUT’S in the normal AES encryption the 

number of LUT’s is found to 29,832 and in the 

masked implementation of the AES encryption the 

number of LUT’s is found to 29,682. Also the delay 

of the normal AES is found to be 110.375 ns and that 

of masked AES is 106.865 ns. 
 

   

 Table 2. Power comparision table 

Table 2, Shows the power comparision of normal 

AES Algorithm and the masked AES Algorithm, here 

the logic power is found to be 10,950 mW and the 

dynamic power is found to be 32747 mW for the 

normal AES Algorithm, and for the masked AES 

Algorithm the logic power is found to be 962 mW 

and the dynamic power is found to be 5247 mW. 
 

 

Method Name  
Area in terms of LUT’S 

 
Delay 

Normal AES 
Design 

29,832 110.375 ns 

Masked AES 
Design 

29,682 106.865 ns 

 Power 

(mW) 

       Method Name Logic power   Dynamic power 

Masked AES         

Design 
       962          5247 

   Normal AES Design        10950         32747 



II. Results of  Masked AES  design for 

image Encryption and Decryption 

 

                       Fig 6.  Input Image 

 

Figure 6. Shows the input image which is 

the gray image is which is to be converted 

into pixels and to be stored in notepad in .txt 

file which is then given into the module for 

encryption process. 

 

 
              Fig 7. Encrypted Image  
 

 

 

 

 

       Fig.8. Decrypted Image 

 

Figure 8. Shows the Decrypted image which 

is same as the input image which is the gray 

image which goes the encryption and 

decryption process and conversion of image 

into pixels and storing in the note pad in the 

.txt file and getting back the input image. 
 

 

7.  CONCLUSION 

A unique Pipelined AES Design with 

masking technique for high security is 

implemented. Also we perform the 

encryption of the plain text using the pre 

round computation followed by the round 

operations. We have also designed a 

decryption system. This design provides a 

high level security by encrypting the plain 

text along with masking along with efficient 

area, delay and power parameters, and also 

based on the masked design we have done 

the encryption anddecryption of images
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